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When I first starting reading the Scarpetta novels I thought it was fairly clear what the attract was to

each story: a viscous but unusual murder, or series of murders was committed, and Dr. Kay

Scarpetta, Chief Medical Examiner for the state of Virginia, would be called in to use her forensic

expertise to discover and unravel the clues. Remember that this all began after "Quincy, M.E." went

off into syndication and before "C.S.I." first aired, so detective stories hinging primarily on forensic

investigation and detailed medical examinations of corpses was not as prominent as it was today.

Plus there was the entire sub-text of Scarpetta as an extreme competent woman who was always

the target of professional jealousy and/or political intrigue. For years my main complaint about the

Scarpetta novels was that they rarely provided a satisfactory sense of catharsis, especially with

regards to the despicable characters who were gunning for her professionally; they never seemed

to get their comeuppance.But then the novels started to link up in strange and bizarre ways, and it

became clear that Kay Scarpetta was the target of a complex and intricate conspiracy. No matter

what the crime, and no matter how unrelated it seemed to what had happened in the previous

novels, it turned out that it was all part of this giant conspiracy. From this perspective it is not

surprising that there is no true catharsis at the end of any particular novel, because in terms of the

big picture there is always more fun to come. However, this leads to the key question with regards

to this concerted effort to destroy Kay Scarpetta: Why is author Patricia Cornwell out to get her own

creation?
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